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Lp RATIONAL APPROXIM...l\.TION
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LeVlllland B.B. Saff2

For the signum function" on. -1, I], the exact rate oi conve gence

(up to a multiplicative constant) ror best Lp approximation t s by

real rational functions of degree n \\"as obtained by Vjacnesla v for

1 ~ P < 00. Here we sho\v that the same rates hold for complex r ional

approxirr.ation and \Ve obtain exte!tsions to LI' for 0 < p < co. Exact

LI' converge!tce rates are also obtained for best symme~ric r ional

approximation on tne unit circle to the function H..,(z) that equ one

on the arc z = ei9, -UJ < 9 < UJ, and .zero elsewhere. These es.ults

yield a new proof for the exact converge!tce rate for optimal quad a.ture

in the Hardy space HP. I

1. Introduction

{
1,

1~

O<x~l
-l~x<O

s(x) :Let

1,1] and, for a < p < co,. set

IIp1

11
On,p(S) :: , (1.1)Is(x) Tn(x)IP~x

where Rn denotes the collection of all rational functions with complex co-
efficients having degree at most n (i.e., r n E 1<.n iff. r n = P /Q, deg P ~

n,degQ:$n
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Vjacheslavov [12] constructed (for any p > 0) a sequence of rational
functions r~ E 7?n with real coefficients such that

n = 1,2,.

Here Cp depends only on p and may be replaced by an abfjolu~e constant
I !

provided p ? 1. :i
Vjacheslavov also showed that for any real-valued rn E nn an4 for p ? 1,

the following inequality holds: !

n = 1,2,...

where Co > 0 is an absolute constant. One aim of this paper is to\show that
(1.2) holds (with some cp > 0 instead of co) for any complex-valu~ Tn E 'Rn
and for any p > O. We thus obtain I:

I

n = 1,2,.

For problems in signal processing a more app:"opriate setting fc;>r rational
approximation is on the unit circle C : lzl = 1 of the complex plahe C. For
0 < W < 7r, we consider the ideal filter I;

I.

if z = ei8,

otherwise

-(.,) < B < (.,)

Since HI..;(z) = HI..;(l/ z) for z E C, it is natural to restrict our attention to
rational approximants of HI..; that possess this same property. Thus we set

n2n := {r E n2n : r(z) = r(l/z) for all z E C},

and put

IIp

~ lzl=iIH",(z) -T2n(Z)IPldzlinf
r2n E-R2n

For 0 < p < 00, we shall show that, for suitable positive constants cp, Cp,

4*
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Convergence rates of the form e-c-/ii" also arise in optimal quaUrature

schemes jn the Hardy space HP (cf. Loeb and Werner [7}, Boj'anov [3],
Stenger [11], Haber [6], Newman [9,10], Andersson [1}, and Ander5~on and

Bojanov [2}). Here we set .I

(1.9)

1 n

inf SUp 1 !(x)dx -~ ak!(ak) ,
CXk ,ak IIfllp=l -1 k=l

E"n,p :

where ak, ak E C, lakl < 1, and the supremum is taken over alli E HP

having unit HP-norm. As explained by Newman in [9], the problem of ptimal
quadrature is intimately related to best rational approximation. In ed, we
shall show that, for 1 < p < 00 and l/p + l/q = 1, I.

CqE2n,q(H1I"/2) ~ En,p ~ 271" E2n,q(H1I"/2)

(1.10)

and so (cf. (1.8)) we have

(1.11)

These inequalities also hold for p = l(q = 00) and p = oo(q = 1), and
moreover, the constant Cq in (1.11) can be replaced by an absolute c nstant.
The lower bound in (1.11) (with an absolute constant) was establi 'hed by
Andersson [1], anc:l the upper bound was obtained by Andersson and ojariov
[~l using different methods. h

2. Estimates for Approximation of the Signum Functic;>n
I

.i

In this section we establish the asymptotically exact estimatespf (1.3).
In so doing it is convenient to work instead \vith rational approxirfants to
the unit step function I

(2.1)
O<x~l
-1 ~ x < 0

Setting
(2.2)inf Ilu

rn enn
Ontp(U) := rnIILpI-l,ij'

we shall prove the following result which is equivalent to (103):

1THEOREM 2.1. For 0 < p < co, there exist positive constants Cp Cp such

that I

(2.3)n = 1,2,
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!hroug?out this paper, the values of the constants Cp, Cp may v~ry from

one .InequalIty to another. .I!
Proof. As we mentioned in the Introduction, the upper bound in (12.3) \va.s

establi:hed by Vjach:s!avov. Her~ we ~nly comment (we shall need t~is later)
that Vjacheslavov utilIzes approXImatIons of u(x) of the form i

r(x) {I + P(

for suitably chosen points ~j (= ~j(p, n)) in (0.,1). The polynom~al P( x)
satisfies (see [12, formulas (16), (17), (20), (21)]) ~1

(a) IP(-x)/P(x).J.$: 1 and 11+P(-x)/P(x)j~ 1/2, 0. x.$: 1,

(b) xljPIP(-x)/P(x)l.$:cpe-n.fii"P, O.$:x.$: 1. I

W~ tu~n now to the proof of the lower bound in (2.3). L~t r~ E Rnl!satisfy

lu{x) -T~(x)IPdx

L.\n := b"~IP( u) = j 1

-1

= {I
Jo

x)IPdx + i'Ir~( 11 -T~(X)IPdx.

Since a2 + b2 ~ 2ab, we have

( 1 )1/2 ( 1 1/2

~n ? 2 1Ir~(-x)'PdX 111- r:(x)IPdX)

and so by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

1
~> 12 -0

Ir~( (2..5)

We write the last integral as

p/2

T~(-X))

1

1 r~( -x) .! -r~(x). r~(x)(l

a l-r~(-x) r~(x)
dx

and notice that
T~(X) P2n(X)

P2n( -x I

r~(-x) 1

I-T~(-x) T~(X)

for some polynomial P2n of degree::; 2n. Then (2..5) becomes

~ > (I
2 -Jo P2n(-X) I



An

AtI.(E) :

From (2.4) we $ee that 6.n ~ 2-P .meas(An); that is, the Lebesgue measure
of An satisfies'

meas(An) ~ 2P ~n.

Furthermore, f~om (2.6) and the definition of An, we have

T~(
.)

dx

..unX

where Pn- is deI\ned by
r dx

J[E,lj\A" -;-.JLn

Note that from (2.7)

(2.10)

.Observing that dXff.Lnx is a unit measure, 'lIe apply Jensen's inequality
to (2~,8) and, ob~ain

dx

J.LnX

log x +log(2P-18n) ~ logJ1.n + j..,I\A.
J

P2n(X)
P2n ( -

dx
)i. log J.1.7t-., log

x) x
--2-(1og E)2 + ~ L\A.

2tLn

(2.11
To estimate th~ last integral we use the following inequality due to Newman[8]: 

I .

l b X -~ dx 1[2
log -> --

a X+~ X -2'

which holds fori any ~ E C and for all subintervals [a, b] C

(2.12)

-1,1]. 

Writing

P2n(X)/ P2n( x)
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Furthermore, by (2.16),

pn7r2

2J1.n

111"

=-2yfPno
---

J.Ln/( 7r~)
1

(2.19)

7r

2.vpn- + 0(1).
1 log 11,

1+2~

Finally, substituting into (2.14) the expression for ~n in (2.15) and utilizing
the estimates of (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) we get .I

log Tn ~ 0(1

which yields the desired contra.diction

3. Estimates for E2n,p(HlJ)

With HI..;,R2n and E2n,p(HI..;) as defined in

tively, we first establish
1.4), (1..5) and (1.6:}, respec-

LEMMA 3.1. For 0 < W < 7r, 0 < p < 00, n = 1,2,... , there holds
I.

1 j 1
inf -

r"ER" 7r -1

SIn r..J dx
\ucx)"- rn(~)IP + x cas w vI~2

wherf. u is defined in (2.1

Proof. Let T2n E R2n satisfy

T2n(z)IPldzlIHI.J(z)

The bilinear transformation

i,\ -t

i,\ + t'
A:= cot(u; /2),z=

(-00,00) and transforms the arc {z = eiB : :181 < w}

1,1). Thus, ;,

maps C : Izi = 1 onto
to the line segment (-

2; J -:
2),1

E~n,p(Hf.tJ) =
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where R2n{t) := T2n(Z) and

if

if

-l<t<

Itl> 1

We note that since T2n(Z) = T2n(1/z), the rational function R2n E 'R.2n
even, i.e. R2n(t) = Tn(t2) for some Tn E 'R.n. Thus (3.3) can be written as

E~n,p( JI ",) =

0 n setting x = (1 -t2) / (1 + t2) in the last integral and using the definition
of A in (3.2), we then get i

Tn

which proves that Efn,p(JIw) is at least as large as the right-hal~d side of
(3.1). The reverse inequality follows in a similar way. . Ii

We are now in position to establish

THEOREM 3.2. For 0 < c.v < 7r, 0 < p < 00 and n = 1,2,... ,

\vhere the positive consta.nts cp, Cp a.re independent of wand n. .

Proof. The lower estimate is straightforward. Let T~ E Rn satisfy

~J_~E~nIP(Hf..J)

Since (1 + x COSW)-l :? 1/2 for x E [-1,1], we get from Theorem 2.1

>-211" T.,p',- y,,' .

To establish the upper estimate, care must be taken when 1.1) is near 0 or
11". For this purpose we choos,e an integer k so large that kp > 1. Let P( x)
be the polynomial of degree n defined in the beginning of Section 2 and set

-1
II:

P(-x)
P(x)

I-x
l+x

Rn+k( x) := 1+ E Rn+k.
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Since 1(1- x)j(l + x}f ~ 1 on [0,1], the estimates (a) for P(x) im~ly that

11
-

Rn+k(X)1 ~ 2IP(-x)jP(x){, 0 ~ x ~ 1.

Applying estimate (b) we thcn obtain (cf. [12, p. 30])

111
Rn+k(X)IPdx = 2 l'lu(x) 11

By Lemma 3.1,

1

~[l
Slnw dx

Rn+k( x )IPEfn+2k,p(H (,J) ::; lu(x) I + x cos UJ ..JI-=--.;;-z

To estimate the last integral, we first assume Ix! ~ 1/2. Then (1+x FoSU; )-1 ~
2 and 1/./i"-=-X"i" ~ 2/13 so that by (3.6) 1...

dxSill c..J~ 4 1,--
1 + x ~ ~~~ ~ -;;j3Cp(sinUJ)ine-1f,.j!IP.lu(x) -Rn+k(X)IP

1 j 1/2

-; -1/2

(3.8)
For 1/2 ~ x ~ 1, \\'e again use the estimates (a), (b) to obtait

,- -p

Rn+k( x )IP + fracP(-x)P(x)lu(x)
11- x

~

Since kp > 1, we have 11 -xlkp /(1 + x.cos w) ~ 1 on [1/2,1] and thus

111

-; 1/2

Slnw dx
\u(x) -Rn+k(X)IP l+xcosw ~7

~/2]. Hence1,Furthermore, the same estimate holds for integration over
we get from (3.7), (3.8) aild (3.9)

which completes the proof. .
Remark. For p ~ lone can replace the constant Cp in the upper bound of
(3.4) by an absolute constant as follows from Vjacheslavov's results (see the
In trod uction).



4. Optimal Quadrature in HP
;
IFor functions in the Hardy space HP, 1 ~ p ~ 00, of the uni~ disk

~ : Izi < 1, the error in an optimal n-term quadrature formula is defi~ed by

1[1
akf(ak) ,

n

L
k=l

f(x)dx"= inf sup
f.n,P" 0'., ,a., IIJUp=l

I
Iwhere the infimum is taken over..all ak, Cfk E C wit:!1IQkl < 1, k = 1,2, .11.. ,n,

and the supremum is over the unit ball in lIP. In (4.1) we allow that ~!POint Q j be repeated; in such a case, the summation in (4.1) is to be modi ed by

including the appropriate number of successive derivati\'es of f evalua ed at
IQj. I

i
THEOREM 4.1. Let 1 < p < 00 and l/q + lip == 1. Then there eiists a

positive constant Cq such that i

n = 1,2,. ..,

IProof. Let lakl < 1, k = 1,... ,n. As observed by T. Rivl~n (cf. [9, ~.13J),
we can use the Cauchy integral formula to write 1:

1

II il=l
f(x)dx

n

L ak!( f.r.k)
k=l

J(z) H(z) dz,l.( 4.3)

i
-iwhere H(z) is the Heaviside function, defined to be 0 on the uppei unit

semi-circle and 1 on the lower semi-circle. By the duality relationship (cf.
[D, p.132]), we have

il=1 J(z) (H(z) -Rn(z)) dzlsup
IIfllp=l

gllq,

where

.R:n(Z) :=

! I

(For the case of repeated Qk'S, we modify the form of Rn accordingly ISO as
to have multiple poles.) From (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4) we get, after rotation by
7r /2,

f.n,p = 27rinf inf IIH7r/2CZ)
R.. gEHq

wher~ the first infimum is taken over all Rn of the form (4..5).
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ao + Rn(lj(iz)l) E Hq, soTo obtain the upper estimate, we take g(z)
that from (4.6),

f.n,p :s; 27r inf IIH1I"/2(Z) -ao -Rn(z/i)
R..,ao Rn(l/(iz))llq.

A i

Since ao + Rn(z/i) + Rn(l/(iz)) E 7?2n (see (1.5)) and since a~ arbitrary
T2n E n2n analytic on Izi = 1 can be written in such a form f6r suitable
ak's and Qk's, we see that the right-hand side of (4.7) equals 27rE~n,q(H7f/2).
Thus i

tn,p ~ 27f E2n,q(H7rj2)' I, (4.8)

To obta.in t~e lower estimate in (4.2), consider the Fourier rep~esentation

00

bo + LbkZ
k=l

H1\"j2(Z)

g(z)llq ~ CqIIH;/2(Z) -Rn(zji)llq,

where 9 E Hq and Cq > 0 depends only on q. Since I

H;/2(Z) = bo + H;/2(1/ z),

Izl 

= 1,

we have

IIH;/2(Z) -Rn(zji)llq = IIH;/2(z) -bo -Rn(lj(iz))I[q. (4.10)

~"'hus, from (4.9), (4.10) and the triangle inequality, we get 'i
I

IIH1I'/2(Z) -Rn(zji) -g(z)llq ~ ~IIH7r/2(Z) -bo -Rn(zji) -Rn~lj(iz))llq
c ..

~ iE2n,q(H7r/2)'

and so the desired lower bound follows from (4.6).. !!
Remark. Since the duality relation (4.4) holds also for p = 00 (+ = 1), the
estimate (4.8) is valid in this case, i.e.,

~~

En,co ~ 27rE2n,1(II7r/2), n = 1,2,... .f (4.11)

As a consequence of Theorems 3.2 and 4.1 and the inequalit~{4.11) we
obta.in the following result due to Andersson and Bojanoy [2]. i

i

THEOREM 4.2. Let 1 ~ p ~ 00 and l/q + IIp = 1. Then ~here e.yjst
..,. 1 h ipositive consta.nts Cq, vo SUC 1 t at j

Cqnl/2qe-7r~ ~ En,p ~ Conl/2qe-7r~, 11. = 1,2,... .i (4.12)

We remark that tl'.e lower bound in (4.12) with an absolute ~onstant Co
follows from Newman's methods [9] as shown by Andersson [11. t

where we have used the property that H 1r/2(1/ z) = H 1I"/2(Z) for 1;1= 1. For
Rn of the form (4..5) (so that Rn is analytic outside C : Izi = l),jwe obtain
as a consequence of the M. Riesz theorem that 1,

IIH1r/2(Z) -Rn(z/i) -,. '..~: (4.9)
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